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Car dashboard holder Joyroom JR-ZS350 (Silver)

Joyroom JR-ZS350 (Silver) car dashboard mount.
The JR-ZS350 is a car dashboard mount that can accommodate phones from 4.7 to 7 inches. Its most important features are three arms
that keep your phone from falling out - two on the side of his at the bottom. Each of them is equipped with rubber caps that protect the
phone from slipping out and from scratches. The holder can be used both vertically and horizontally to best suit your purposes. Another
advantage of the holder is that it accommodates phones in a variety of cases. 
 
Sturdy construction 
The  holder  was  created  from  a  durable  material,  which  is  a  mixture  of  polycarbonate  and  ABS  plastic  -  it  is  characterized  by  high
resistance  to  high  and  low  temperatures,  as  well  as  high  hardness,  which  ensures  that  the  products  created  from  it  will  serve  their
owners for a long time. 
 
Elegant design 
Joyroom JR-ZS350 features a practical design and an elegant finish created by glossy and matte plastic surfaces and a rounded smooth
panel with a white manufacturer's logo. This mount will fit perfectly in the interior of your car. 
 
Versatility 
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The JR-ZS350 car mount has the ability to fit many phone models. It will accommodate devices from 4.7 to 7 inches, which is the size of
most current phones. 
 
Kit contents
Holder
Manual
	Brand 
	Joyroom
	Model 
	JR-ZS351
	Color 
	Silver 
	Material 
	PC ABS
	Weight
	100g
	Dimensions 
	65 x 45 x 28mm
	Fits phones 
	4.7-7 inches

Preço:

€ 7.00
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